Internship for Informatics
2 - 6 months (m/f/d)

Deep Learning Driven Facial Motion Capture using Mobile Cameras

Artificial Intelligence meets LifeScience – The Graz based Hightech-Startup Vertify is developing a Deep-Learning based software in the field of healthtech. Through the development of computer-aided detection, we make an innovative contribution to personalized vertigo clarification.

OBJECTIVES:
- Literature research
- Implementation of various transfer learning models based on synthetic data
- Testing and error documentation
- Supporting deployment tasks for the implemented models

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
- Completed or ongoing studies in informatics / software development
- Basic knowledge of Machine Learning and Tensor Flow is an advantage
- Enthusiasm for modern programming languages and technologies
- A high degree of dedication and systematic method of working

WHAT WE OFFER:
- In close contact with the corporate management of Vertify GmbH
- Internship can be in German or English
- Career opportunities in a fast growing company
- Home-Office as long as relevant governmental measures are set against COVID-19
- Great office location at Science Park Graz; close to the University of Technology
- Monthly salary EUR 1,400

For this ongoing support. Please send your CV including possible start date to office@vertifyapp.com